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RC MONSTER TRUCK

SCALED-DOWN
DIESEL POWER
RADIO-CONTROLLED FREEDOM AND FUN
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RADIO-CONTROLLED TRUCKS CAN BE A BLAST TO
DRIVE. THEY’VE COME A LONG WAY THESE PAST FEW
YEARS, SINCE THE MANUFACTURERS OF THESE FUN
MACHINES HAVE TAKEN SERIOUS STRIDES TO IMPROVE
DURABILITY AND DRIVEABILITY AS WELL AS BUILDING IN
MORE FUN. 
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You may ask why we are
bringing this topic to you, or
even what RC monster trucks
are doing in the pages of this
magazine? Well, get this: the
Team Losi LST monster truck
shown here is powered by a
nitro-burning two-stroke diesel
engine, and it drives the little
beast to top speeds of well over
40 mph. 

To give the monster a bigger
boost of power—for faster
acceleration and a little more
top speed—the guys at Nitrous
Express offer a Speed 2000 RC
nitrous-oxide system that really
works. A truck like the LST—or
any of its newer siblings from
Team Losi such as the
Aftershock, LST2 or Mega
Baja—is great fun right out of

the box. Any of these RCs are
easy to set up and require only
eight AA batteries for the trans-
mitter, a 7.2-volt battery and
charger for the electric starter, a
C-size battery for the glow-plug
igniter, nitro-fuel for the engine
and a fuel bottle. The engine
does require that a specific
break-in procedure be followed
to ensure the best performance
and longevity from the engine,
which includes running the
engine under light loads and at
part throttle for the first few
tanks of fuel.

Once the batteries are
charged and the engine break-
in procedure is complete, you
can let loose with the truck and
pretend as though you are
Robby Gordon conquering the
Baja 1000! It has excellent
brakes and jumps like an
Olympic long jumper, and wow,
is this thing fast—so fast yet the
massive (by radio-control scale)
shocks soak up all of the bumps
as the truck just keeps on charg-
ing through anything you throw
at it. The excellent brakes are so

good that before we learned
the proper amount of pressure
and modulation that was need-
ed, we caused the truck to do
nose-over wheelies and somer-
saults by braking too hard.

The radio-control industry
has a huge aftermarket per-
formance market, just like the
diesel market. One of the mar-
ket leaders is Pro-Line Racing,
builder of high-performance
wheels, tires, bodies, tools and
other accessories for RC cars
and trucks. On the LST shown
here, we installed a Pro-Line
Chevy Silverado body with the
Cheyenne 40 Series 23mm HD
wheels (officially licensed
through Weld, no less), Big Joe
40 Series tires and billet 6061
aluminum 23mm hex wheel
adapters. The body is mostly a
visual upgrade, but the wheels,
tires and adapters are both visu-
al and performance upgrades,
giving the truck better traction,
a taller and wider stance and a
stronger hub to handle the
jumps and big air better. To
improve performance, we also
installed upgraded parts such
as shocks and hard-coated
chassis plates from Team Losi.
Continuing with visual enhance-
ments, we installed a few Street
Source LEDs on the truck that
run off a standard 9-volt battery
to make it a little more dramatic
to play with at night.

For the ultimate rush, we

Out of the box, the Team Losi LST is a great-looking truck with its big chrome wheels, Super Swamper-like tires

and pre-painted body complete with detailed graphics.

installed the Nitrous Express
Speed 2000 nitrous-oxide sys-
tem, designed specifically for
RC vehicles and let it fly. The
system is easy to install but may
require custom bracket fabrica-
tion with some RCs. This system
is for real, and the performance
gains are real as well. In the
case of the Team Losi LST, it
picked up 2.67 mph from 31.5
mph to 34.17 mph on series
132-foot runs using a Bushnell
Speedster Series II radar gun.
Just as important as the speed
improvement was the fun fac-
tor—lifting off the body to show
your friends an NX nitrous sys-

Huge steps such as these would seem insurmountable to some RC trucks, but the LST really is a “go nearly anywhere” vehicle—just point it and

nail the throttle.

The LST seems to fly through the air as well as it carves through the dirt,

and thanks to its massive coilover shocks, it jumps amazingly well and

lands great.
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At speed, the LST is a joy to
drive with great speed and
acceleration with excellent
handling and awesome
brakes, and the truck drives
like a champ for a
novice or expert.

After installing a few green LEDs from Street Source LEDs, the LST was ready to show off for nighttime 

running. The LEDs are powered by a standard 9-volt battery.

The Nitrous Express Speed 2000

RC N20 system is a complete sys-

tem for any RC nitro engine. It

delivers fun performance with

greatly improved acceleration and

speed.

Smoke pouring from the Team Losi polished aluminum performance exhaust pipe is a good sign. Remember that it is a two-stroke diesel running on

nitro-methane fuel, and it needs to run rich and burn oil for lubrication.

tem on your RC is just plain
cool, and blowing their doors
off showing that it works is even
better.

Radio-controlled cars, trucks
and boats are a great way to
pass the time, especially when
they are powered by nitro
engines. They are powerful, fun
to drive and can be a great way
to teach your kids about vehicle
and engine dynamics while hav-
ing fun at the same time. If you
have ever thought of trying it,
check out your local hobby shop
to see what suits your tastes and
budget. DB
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